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Cyclist Places in .S penco 500.
by Elze
I Wolf' s competi~ion was stiff. Susan
South Portland cyclist and artist Toni
Wolf, who was featured in Our.Paper, June Notorangelo , who finished second in the
1985, recently placed third in the Women 's Women's Di vision, was the fi rst place
Division of the Spenco 500, the world's woman fini sher :n the Race Across
. longest .and largest si ngle-stage international America, a ten-day ev_ent covering over
bicycling class ic. Starting and finishing in 3,300 miles. Even more amazing than ·the
Wac.o, Texas, the Spenco 500 hosted top fac t she'd never raced before, Wolf began
cyclists from Canada , England , Belgium , the race after everyone else . " We got stuck
Denmark, Ireland and the United States.
behind a train on our way to the race," she
\\:olf, finishing after 42 hours of nearly- . remembered with exasperation . " I cycled
·
straight cycling , surprised even herself. the first 75-miles alone. "
Wolf was assisted by her support team " This was my first race ever." she state<l .
" I went into ft wondering if.I'd finish. There Della Parker, her agent and public relations
were a lot of big names who dropped out specialist, and Christopher Igleheart, owner
because of the weather conditions. It rained of the Portland Bicycle Exchange. " They
were terrific ,, . Toni beamed. " Sleep was
fo r the first 24-hours."
And fini sh she did! Plac ing 41 st overall not a part of the race and they really kept
out of approximately 350 men and women, me going.''
Wolf credited her . success . to " plugging
. A~o~g Wolf' s area sponsors were Napalong" . "I didn 't give up ," she told Our pi D1stnbutors, Amaryllis, Alberta's, The
Good Egg Cafe, D ock Fore, Portland BicyPaper.
The course was, apparently, grueling . The cle Exchange , Portland Clutch, Deering
top woman finisher, Betsy King, was quoted Memorial Posl VFW 6859, Carr Brothen
•
in the Waco Tribune-Herald (November 4, and Union Station Cafe.
Her future plans? "It would be neat to get
1985); " This is the ·hardest thing in the
a women 's team together and do some-kind
world . It's even harder than the Ironman
and on the Tour de France you at least ge~ of ride across the · country,'' she states.
to get off and go to bed every night.'' King ';But, for right now , I'd like to better the
continued , "I've ridden with the men over physical level I'm at right now in preparain Europe and it's child ' s play compared to tion for future events. "
this ."

Maine Health Foundation
Press Conference
by Skip Brushaber
On Thursday November 14, 1985 the
Maine Health Foundation helld a press conference at the' Sonesta Hotel in Portland. The
Maine Health Foundation, founded in 1983,
is a non profit fund raising organization. The
Foundation was founded to .fund activities
statewide. Since its inception , the M .H.F:
has funded periodical reprintings, pamphlets
on AIDS , the Maine AIDS-Line, aod educational support to members of the state
legislature.
Speaking for the Foundation were board
members John Preston, Albert Nickerson ,
Bert LeClair, and John Holverson. Preston
gave the introductory statements. He gave
.a brief, but moving statement concerning the
occurrence of AIDS in Maiine.
Nickerson outlined the Maine Health
Foundation's long range goals, which are:
1) To provide for the mental and emotional well being of the gay and lesbian
community.
2) Elimination of AIDS as a medical threat
to the gay and lesbian communities.
3) Elimination of venereal diseases in the
gay and lesbian community .
4) Elimination of substance abuse in the
gay and lesbian communities.
Nickerson spoke of donations from lesbian and gay owned businesses. Also men-

tioned were memorial gifts from friends and
relatives of AIDS victims. Writers Stephen
l_(ing , Tabitha King , and May Sarton are
among the state celebrities who have given
generously.
LeClair outlined some of the needs of the
gay and lesbian communities. As a substance
abuse counselor, LeClair spoke of his work
with gays and 1esbians in developing positive
self images and support systems. The need
exists for counseling of people with AIDS
for their friends , relatives , and lovers, he
said. The Foundation also hopes to influence
the medical community to produce
humanistic health treatment.
Holverson concluded by giving information about AIDS as an epidemic, comparing it to the plagues of the Middle Ages and
the influenza outbreaks early in this century.
He pointed out that it is not a gay disease .
Gay men were only the first to be exposed
to the virus in this country , he said . Holverson went on to say that the Foundation 's purpose is to stop AIDS , provide financial support for the Maine AIDS Line, and to
educate the people of Maine about the
disease.
The press conference concluded with
board members fielding questions from
those in attendance.

.Qi
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AIDS-Conference.Enlightens
Health
Professionals,
by Fred Berger
On October 23 a very well-organized,
highly informative conference on AIDS w:as
held at the Sonesta Hotel in Portland. Sponsored by Metro Medicare· and Community
Health Services, the event attracted a
predominately female audience of ~early
two hundred health care and social service
workers.
The day-long program opened with a
medical overview presented by Dr. Michael
Bach, a Maine Medical Center physician
who h~ attended several AIDS patients. Dr.
Bach's stated purpose in addressing the conference was to educate health .professionals
so that they can deal with AIDS in a
"sophisticated, rational fashion ." He expressed the hope that Maine will be able to
. avoid the hysteria which has infected other
places resulting, for example, in children being denied schooling.
As part of his clinical gresentation Dr .
Bach described ARC (AIDS Related Complex) as follows: periodic fever lasting more
tlfan 3 months; lymphadenopathy (swollen
lymph nodes) for longer than 3 months;
diarrhea , heavy night sweats, and profound
fatig ue over a prolonged ~riod of time ;
weight loss of greater .than 10% of body
weight; and abnormal results on several
specific blood tests. Although it is currently believed that 10 % to 20% of people with
ARC will develop AIDS , Dr. Bach
hypothesized that the number will be closer
to 50 %.

Dr. Bach presented slides whis;h showed
the lesions caused by Kaposi' s Sarcoma, as
well as slides of thrush, a fungus which can
appear on the tongue and mouth of people
with AIDS. When thrush appears in the
esophagus, he said, it diagnoses AIDS.
Comments made by Dr. Bach lead some of
us to understand that some of the slides we
were viewing were of a recently deceased
friend .
The morning session's second speaker
was Kristen Kreamer, an Oncology Clinical
Nu.rse Specialist with Community Health
Services. Kreamer entitled her speech "Barriers to Health Care in the Community.''
She discussed the precautions that people
working with an AIDS patient must take to
protect themselves and also to protect the patient from infections which the health care
provider might spread. Among her sugges- .
tions was the nurses need to wear rubber
gloves when handling blood or other body
secretions but not for routine care.
Kreamer also described the care of a person with AIDS in a home setting. She said
that a person with AIDS need not have a
separate bedroom and can use the same
toilet , bathtub and sink as the rest of the '
household. He or she should have
unrestricted contact with household
members and unrestricted movement .outside
the home to restaurants , shops, etc. Kreamer
said that a person with AIDS does not require separate tableware unless oral lesions
are present. She said a h6usehold should
maintain routine daily cleaning, using a soluto
tion of one part bleach to ten parts water
1
clean toilets and bathtubs .
Kreamer· addressed some of the
psychological barriers to proper care of peopl~ with AI.DS , and suggested that it is the
responsibility of supervisory personnel to
allow care providers the opportunity to deal
openly with their feelings about AIDS . This

·, continued on page 6

Tribute To .A Friend
Gary L. _Anderson
On Thursday night, Oct. 31 , one of
Maine's primary caregivers to people with
AIDS was killed 1n a car acciident-in northern Maine. Leroy Ouellette from South
Portland was a nurse at the Maine Medical
Center. Since January of this year, he had
cared for a number o.f the AIDS cases seen
in that hospital :
AIDS affected Leroy's life in a number
of ways. As a direct care rnurse, he was
stricken by the awful physica[ deterioration
precipitated by AIDS and the terrible
loneliness and isolation (often self-imposed)
he saw in many of these patients. Leroy
resolved that he wo~ld not only provide the
best medical care that he was capable of, but
that he would also try to befriend these people. On both counts he succeeded.
Indeed, Leroy's attitude helped other staff
members come to grips with their early fears ·and apprehensions about working with people with AIDS. It wasn't long before Leroy
was assisting in training other Maine
Medical Center employees about the care
AIDS patients needed. The care he stressed
incorporated being sensitive to the emotional
and social needs of the patiet11s, as well as
to the physical demands imposed by their
illness. .
It was this willin"gness to share his ex- _
perience and knowledge with others that led
the Maine Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers to ask Leroy -to be
a presenter in a ·workshop on AIDS at the
first statewide conference on "Professional
Work with Lesbians· and Gay Men" . His
presentation clearly indicated the level of
.
'

professionalism and commitment Leroy had
for caring for ''these very sick people'' .
It was soon after that that Leroy became
interested in becoming an . AIDS-Line
volunteer . Again, his hands-on experience
with PW As allowed him to contribute to the
understanding and .education of the other
volunteers in training for the AIDS-Line.
And that remained an on-going aspect of his
presence as a "'. Olunteer. Hi s contributions

A Memorial Service
for Leroy Ouellette
in recognition of
his many contributions
_in direct service to persons
with AIDS
and in helping others
deal with this cri4,is '
will be held
Sunday, December 15 at 3 P.M.
RoomC
The Campus Center
University of Southern Maine
Portland

of time , caring, and knowledge have helpe:d
to make the AIDS-Line as successful as it i:s.
Even with all this going on in his life
around AIDS , Leroy still found time to dlo
publi_c speaking for the AIDS-Line and on
behalf of MMC (at an STD conference in
Augusta) . Always thirsty for knowledge , he
attended AIDS workshops in Maine· and
Boston. He often remarked that " this is my
AIDS year".
So it is with his passing that we realize
as a community the many outstanding contributions just one man has made in the efforts to fight AIDS . Leroy was an inspiration to all of those who knew and worked
with him , both professionally and in
volunteer capacities . The gap left in the
- world by his passing will be a long time filling up .

Help Needed
Reporters/correspondents
needed to participate in the exciting Our Paper collective.
Writers from Bangor, Augusta,
Lewiston-Auburn, Ogunquit and
rural areas wanted to report on
political, social news and events in
your co~munity. To help Our
Paper broaden its community base
and be ,a part of our important,
dynamic collective, write Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
Me. 04104.

A PERSONAL NOTE :
Leroy was more to me than · just a coworker in the AIDS. battle. We had been
PURPOSE
friends for more than four years. In the
thirty-odd years that I have been allowed 1to
OUR PAPER -is published
inhabit this planet, he was certainly one of
monthly by the OUR PAPER
the most profoundly inspirational people in
Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
my life. Few friends have ever been so
Portland, Maine 04104. The
generous in sharing the elements of their bepurpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
ing as he did to me and my significant other.
as a voice for lesbians and, gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
Roger and I are truly saddened by his passbe a source of information, support
ing . But, when we realize how r1ch he made
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
our lives , it's still possible to experience
celebration, by and for members of
some of the joy he often brought to us. We'll
miss you, Leroy, but we 'II never be without · the lesbian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to
you.
reflect our diversity, as well.
'

~

EDITORIAL POLICY
gay and lesbian community, both of
whom care.
Sincerely,
David A. Kehoe
Baltimore, MD

Letter
i

t

•

t

.

To the Editor:
During a recent visit to southern Maine
I was most impressed with 1the character
of the Portland area. Although the gentrification of your waterfront area and the
abundance of fine seafood both added to
the uniquity of your charming city, I was
most impressed with your gay and lesbian
community. The sincerity and warmth of
the lesbians and gay men that I met
served as a most cordial .vellcome for my
first visit to Maine.
While there I attended "MAINE
CARES," a benefit for AIDS research
and education. Our Paper is to be commended for envisioning, planning and
sponsoring this important event. Hopefully, the monies raised at "MAINE
CARES" will help to provide some answers into the dreaded mystery that is
AIDS. Perhaps as important as the monies
raised are the unification of the efforts of
the many facets of the gay and lesbian
community and the fact that the Portland
homosexual community is. saying "we
care" about all who have been affected by
AIDS.
\

l look forward to my second visit to
your community. Until then, I am thankful that Portland has Our Paper and a

Classifieds
Roommate Wanted - male or female , to
share large intown apartment with professional woman and male grad student.
$175/month (includes heat, hot water) plus utilities.: C_all 772-8265 .
Looking for other GM Portland jocks to
share athletic endeavors. Weight training,
running, etc . Call Peter at 774-6028 after
5 pm.
Profesl>;~~•.d female vocalise, songwriter
and musician seeks female keyboard player
to orchestrate original songs and start
women' s group . Have 4 trac and studio
equipment. Call 207-799-8744.
Hairy men! NationaJ adlists for bears or
hairy trappers! If you love fur, this is the
list! Information? Send $2 . to: Man-Hair ,
59 West IOth St. , NYC 10011.
Wanted: Pre-1950 LARGE movie posters
and movie magazines .
_Wanted: George Gershwin and Cole Porter
Movie/Broadway sheet music . Reply : Box
8021 , North 1-iollywood, CA 91608 .

PERSONAL
Brainy new Mainer who really loves young
men wpuld Hke to m<;:et.some. Incredible interests from East German Rock to Manual
Puig novel s. In good shape . Would fike to
hear from you. Write Advertiser #8 , c/o Our
Paper, P.O .' Box 10744, Portland , ME .
04104 .

The rate for ·classifieds -is $4 for 30
:words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually explicit
language in your personals. Responses
to personals will not be openeti by Our
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
m"nthly.
-- ·· -

Announcement
Are you gay or lesbian and traditionally married? Do you have trouble understanding your spouse or vice versa, and
want. ver.y much to work things out?
There's no need to feel alone in this situation any longer. Contact. Dick at Papa
Joe's in Augusta and if there's enough
response he1l organize regular support
,meetings at the bar. He's hoping to hold a
meeting in October. So, remember, you
must get in touch with Dick so he knows
there are enough interested people to
form the group . Don f be shy!

We will consider for publication any
material that oroadens our understand
ing of our lifestyles and of each other.
Views and opinions appearing in thE
paper are those of the authors only.
All material submitted must be signed
and include an addresS"and/ or phone
number, so we can contact the autho
should we need to consider editorial
revisi9ns. However, within the pages oJ
the newspaper, articles can appea1
anonymously, upon request, and strict
confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will
occur without dialogue wjth the author.
We welcome and encourage all om
readers to submit material fo1
publication and share .YQUr comments,
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
Remember, OUR PAPER is Yom
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
three years. Make checks pay:able to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
correspondence should be sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.
Our Paper Collective
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
Alice Dunn
Diane Elze
Julia Flanagan
Phil Gautreau

~Jraphiti
136 Commercial Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-0046

·

Barb Puls
Bruce Smith
Tom Sumner
P.S. Sutherland
Barbara Wood
Norm Brillant

$' I L K SC R EEN ED

Roberta S. .Kuriloff
ATIORNEY-AT-LAW
ORLAND, MAINE

Deborah Ward, prop.
MAILING ADDRESS:
HCR 80, BOX 94A
PENOBSCOT, ME 04476
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TELEPHONE:

581 -1788
469-2063

547a Congress Street

Portland, Me. 04101

207-774-7599

I •·

------ =-==-- - ~ =-==--==--==---=-=-- - - - - - -----------;---- ''If He's-Snoring He Must ,B e Saf~!''-: .AIDS Facts Vs. Fiction
On Saturday, November 2nd, the AIDS
companies which were banned by law form
Action Committee of Boston hosted an
using the HTL V-III test to screen applicants
AIDS conference entitled ' ' AIDS:
are now using a T-cell test instead, and are
Everyone ' s Concern -.:. .:. Fact \L. Fiction".
targeting single men for exclusion as well
The conference consisted of opening lec- · as residents of certian neighborhoods. (To
tures , three periods of workshops (a total of think that a person could be denied health
47 altogether), a closing presentation, and
insurance on the basis of where s/he may
final remarks. A rough head count tallied ·live, based on one's zip code!, is profound125-150 people (mostly men) in attendance.
ly disturbing to me.) Kessler is predicting
As an AIDS educator I found it very
rough days ahead for our community and
rewarding to participate in such an event.
urged us to call the press or TV s tations if
In the plenary session alone I took over five they run stories or shows that reinforce
pages of notes. By the end of the day, my myths or report inaccuracies. -"Don't call
knowledge base was greatly expa111ded, as us," he said, "because when we respond
was my personal experi~nce with the we're only one letter, one phone call. They
disease. As always, meeting and listening need to hear from you.,, _His final words
to peop.Je with AIDS, ARC, and were to remind us that "We didn ' t invent
Seropositivity was eye-opening, moving, AIDS, we don't own it, and we won't take
and, at times, disturbing. Learning at an the blame for it.''
AIDS conference is as much an emotional
The keynote address was to be delivered
prooess as it is an academic one. .
by a PW A (person with AIDS) from New
The plenary session opened with an York. However, he was too ill to travel and
epidemiological overview_of AIDS in the so a PWA from Boston spoke in his stead.
United States by Laureen Kunches of the Jimmie Mack described his experience of .
Massachusetts Department of Public Health. , learning that friends had AIDS: "It's not
She traced the now-familiar story of the something you are prepared for at 25, to
disease from 1981 to the present day. The have eight friends get a life-threatening ilone piece of new information she reported iness." He spoke of the destructive impact

that: "Right now there's a 2% survival rate.
I expect that rate to rise. I expect to be
around for thirty or forty years."
Carl O'Donnell, of New England
Deaconess Hospital, presented the results of
a survey of health care professionals and
their attitudes to working with PWAs.
Several hundred doctors, nurses, etc., were
interviewed to get the facts about the extent
of their AIDS contact and their fears of
transmission. He concluded that a "loss of
control'' is experienced by these ~orkers
based on the stress and difficulties encountered in caring for PW As. He listed five
ways in which this sensed loss of control
o ccurs:

by Gary L. Anderson

that are destroyed. The result can be forgetfulness, dementia, and conditions not unlike
those seen in Alzheimer's Disease. Forstein.
sltated that the majority of PW As have some
cognitive (i.e. learning ) impairment and
memory loss. (Autopsies reveal HTL V-III
in the brain cells of over 70% of all people
who die from AIDS.) His· concern is that
there are going to be people developing
neurological problems (e.g depression,,
forgetfulness, etc.) with or without coming
down with any of the other AIDS symptoms.
Some of these people are going to require
long-term care as they will no longer be able
to care for their basic hygiene a.nd survival
functions . Drug therapy offers little promise

.

"We didn't invent AIDS, we don't own it, and we won't
take the blame for it."

1. A lack of consistency in impletnentation and enforcement of hospital procedures.
2. Discrepant · and inconclusive
information.
3. Lack of acknowledgement of the increased physical and emotional work load.
4 . Lack of information and sensitivity to
homosexuality.
5. High mortatity rate of the disease.
In New York City the percentage of AIDS c~ses among
He
then gave examples of how each of the
gay men has ·dropped from 76% of all AIDS ca~es to
five areas could be addressed, and ·anecdotal
58%.
accounts of experiences by health care
workers that indicated that positive change
could take place. One nurse described how
she had learned to look at a PW A not as sowas that in New York City the percentage of family, friends, and loved ones deserting meone to fear, but as someone to protect
_of AIDS cases among gay men has dropped people who come down with AIDS. "That _ from a hostile outside world. Another nurse
from 76% of all AIDS cases to 58%. This -sense of loss kills people faster than any in- remarked that the casual remarks and poor
marked percentage decrease of AIDS in gay . fection. '' When he was diagnosed with role modeling of those around her had gotmen is contrasted with a sharp increase in -Kaposi's Sarcoma he decided to replace ten in the way of her delivering quality care.
the number of _intravenous drug u~.;:rs with "fear with information" and taught his O'Donnell placed responsibility on all health
an AIDS diagnosis_.
family and friends about AIDS so that he care workers to act professionally and comLarry Kessler, d1rector of the AIDS Ac- wouldn't Jose them (his mother was in the passionately despite -their personal fears-and
tion Committee, related that whe~ A.A .c;. - audience) . "AIDS has made my life that biases.
began there were onl~ 5 cases of- AIDS m much mor.e precious. I want to be alive that
Boston (and 11 statewide) compared to 375 much more since I may not be alive all that
''What is happening socially
cases of AIDS, 3000 cases of ARC, and a long." Mack then went on to express his
AIDS is nothing new.''
suspected 30,000 Seropositive individual~ in concern that the government encourages a
Massachusetts today. He ur¥ed u1s _to view "climate which prevents people from lear~DS as a ~rrnanent feature 1~ our lives and ning their (antibody) status. The government
The next presenter addressed a growing
·said he believed there wouldn t be a cure or should provide incentives for people to learn topic of concern, that of brain infections .
a vaccine until the year 2000. He then went their status, there should be guarantees th'at Marshall Forstein of Cambridge City
on _to p~int out_ several exam.pies of h?w a person's job and insurance won 't be taken Hospital explained how the HTLV-III virus
society 1s. reactmg !O AIDS m a ne~at1ve away if they test positive. There should be has a particular propensity to infect certain
~an~er: 111 Tex~s, a _restaurant cham has a guarantee of support." He praised areas of the central nervous system. It likes
d1smissed ~11 waiters (1.e .. men) ~nd ~ep~a7- Massachusetts for being the first state in the to attach to glial cells - tissue cells which
ed them_ w1~ women; a Judge .u~ _Y1rgmia country to say that foodhandlers with AIDS provide the brain with its nutrition - and
is ordering Johns arrested sohc1tmg pro- need not be kept out of work, and for destroys them. Without this supporting
stitutes to have the HTL V-III antibody test threatening morticians with the removal of tissue to provide nutrients to the brain, the
and then announcing the test result to the their licenses if they refuse to serve people nervous system becomes impaired. To make
men's wives; ~ -d he_n<_>t~~l_t~-~insurance with AIDS. He concluded with the statement matters worse, the brain cannot i:eplace cells

a1t this time as most drugs are ineffective on
central nervous system disorders. So while
drugs could be successful at healing the
body , the brain WQuld continue to
"deteriorate. Forstein urged that more
research has to be done on this aspect of the
AIDS crisis.
·
"Children and their risk for AIDS" was
the subject of Stephan Glicken 's remarks.
A pediatrician at New England Medical
Center, Glicken derided the public hysteria
surrounding AIDS in children. He listed
categories of children with-AIDS: _
I. Premature babies who needed blood
tranfusions (teceiving contaminated blood).
2. Children born- to mothers who are
Seropositive. '
3. Babies who swallowed blood while
passing through the birth canal. (He explainc~d that Cesarean section delivery is being
looked at as an alternative to natural delivery - ~,_,.....-.-.1
as a way of preventing this).
4. Hemophiliac children (again; receiving
contaminated blood products) .

and politically around
.Glicken stressed the importance of the fact
that no cases of horizontal transmission (i.e.
from family member with AIDS to another
family member) have been demonstrated
where only routine casual contact occurred.
Still, finding a home for a child with AIDS
or ARC is "nearly impossible" he said. J--Ie
felt strongly that children with AIDS need

lllllfiP~o=o~I~ Disco,Dancing
Video!.·
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AMARYLLIS
unique a beautiful clothing
jrom~here

41 Exchange St

Portland

An exciting new gallery
featuring the blown glass
of contempory
·
New England artists.
The Stein Glass Gallery
Corner Milk & Market Sts.
Portland I 772-9072

Music-&

3 ~iNCt 6fpEET, ~ ME.
772-9538:
Tues.-Wed. 1:00-1:15 free, $2 for rest of evening
Thursday-Pull Tab Nl~ht 1:0()-1:15 $1, $3 for rest of evening.
Fri. & Sat.-$3 members, ·$4 nOl'H'Mrribers
Sunday~$2 All Night
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Christm~s: Reflections _Qf Hope
by B.J. Aaron

0

hope that others can do the same and has homosexuality. Nor am I naive enough tq
think that she has told h~ last AfDs-joke.._
brought me closer to him.
When some writing of mine was for- But she has extended Jterself _to me as a
warded to the President of the Corporation human being. She is c;oncerned about me
I am employed by , I w;;is mortified. I felt and has risen above her-0wn prej11dice and
vulnerable, shocked and certain that I would reached out to me. She has changed <1nd she
be dismissed . He loved it! I was soon asked has grown. She has offered me hope.
There are a lot of Karens out there. I
to be Co-Editor of the Company newsletter.
I work in a conservative industry. I have ex- suspect that their growth will come ·very ,;,,t.t>,~.q..q.~.q-.
-.
perienced acceptance and respect for being slowly. But it is coming and that' s what is
the person I am in the workplace. For that, so exciting to me .
Woodfords Cafe
.I feel that I have been given a year of
I feel gratitude and hope that others may be
Christmas in terms of the love, acceptance -129 Spring St. ~ Portland
able to do the same.
There were a lot of people that my sister and hope that I have received . I look for772-1374
and brother-in-law could have chosen to ask ward to a time to celebrate this with others .
to assume guardianship of my niece And I will do my best to "inuddle through Every Wednesday at-the Cafe: 1h of all the
Elizabeth in the event of their deaths. I was the tinsel , reindeer, soldiers and elves for money collected from drinks will be donated
deeply honored and quite honestly surprised the next couple of weeks~ But God help the to the Maine Health Foundation to support
to be the person asked . My homophobia was poor son of a gun that tries stuffing my AIDS work.
hard at work , as usual , assuming that no one stockings with coal or onions.
Merry Christmas?
would ever ask an openly Gay person to take
on such a role. Unlike many others, they do'
not love me ' ' in spite of my Gayness,'' they
love me inclusive of it. I am excited that
Elizabeth will be fostered and grow.in such
by Nom1an Brillant
an accepting, loving environment. And I am
I sat at the door beside the bar's proprietor The other bars barely met Entre Nous '
hopeful of the future people like her will
selling raffle tickets for the AIDS benefit .
number combined. I'm amused and embarbring about.
Perhaps the most meaningful form of hope That job is somewhat reminiscent of a rassed. The number of female faces involved
in the AIDS support system is startling. John
I have experienced this year has not come hooker and her pimp - only the male version
:
A
group
of
women
walk
in
.
Prospec·
Preston
remarked about this at the benefit
about so easily . It has come from a coworker
and one of the women answered " Wait untive clients. My sales pitch is interrupted by
of mine who I'll call Karen.
til we ask for a favor." It was a point of leviKaren is a middle aged woman . She's the owner and I hear him say " Ydu can pay
or
buy
a
raffle
ticket
from
ty
that made the whole place one, while we
the
cover
charge
very robust and has a great sense of humor.
this
man.
"
I
bat
my
eyes,
knowing
it's
of
all
realized just how real that debt is. Though
She's also very narrow minded and opithere may not be much of a favor requested
nionated . Gay people are sinners in her mind little value here. Simple force of habit. One
of the women answers, "F __ k AIDS. " She
from them presently I silently bestow one .
and ifs pretty much cut and dry .
pays
the
price
of
admission
,
twice
the
price
I pray that they may never face the terror
Karen and I have had numerous discusthat gay males do today and hope their
sions on my lifestyle and I know that deep of a ticket, and proudly exits to the confines
wishes become more than Just well deserved
down she does not understand it at all. She of the crowd.
To some this behavior would seem
dreams.
·
views it as perverse, makes jokes abqut it
justified
.
Let's
acknowledge
a
degree
of
I
struggle
to
think
of
all
the
possible
and even goes so far as to say· that AIDS is
methods to say thank you. It' s difficult to
God' s punishment for Gay men 's behavior. separation between the lesbian and gay comWorking with me has not been easy for · .munity . ,A conflict of interests perhaps? · come up with a novel approach to appreciation when I can only think of my father . I
Karen . For starters, she.was afra id to use Some of it is hostile while what remains prohave to admit that ofte,n I thought him sexthe same computer terminal as me, for fear bably borders on apathy. Besides, doesn' t
ist even though he and my_mother have as
that she 'd catch AIDS from me. (To my the woman's movement have enough ofthei.r
own
obstacles
to
battle
without
challenging
equal
a relationship as could be expected,
knowledge , I do not have it to give to he1 ~
a
disease
that
apparently
does
not
threaten
He
is
a
rough man with unexpected tender
Secondly , and perhaps more importantly ,
tendencies and occasional bigotted remarks,
Karen has a dilemma. The fact of the mat- them? What good would it do to extend such
all in good humor but still rude. One minute
ter is that she likes me very much as a per- energies? What are their advantages?
on
he would pinch my mother's ass and ask for
Batting
my
eyes
did
not
even
work
son and enjoys joking around with me. I'm
some
of
the
men.
They
refused
to
butt
into
dinner,
while the next he might embrace her '
sure that I am the first openly Gay person
from behind and ask how things went for
that she has ever encountered, She has had my cause, each with a different reason. Still,
her at wor~ that day.
to challenge not only her own thinking about I sold all the tickets and not to the mal,e
While this may not relate at all to the way
population
exclusively.
There
are
women
.Gay people, -but also had to risk that others
women are joining the fight against AIDS,
might find out that she knows a Gay p~rson out there who are reacting to someone else' s
I hear his voice. It is a remark that I often
and actually chooses to socialize with him. anguish and unselfishly neglecting their
vi.heard him say and often I thought sexually
own.
Their
priorities
do
not
have
tunnel
I know that Karen believes that I am a good
sion.
What
is
going
on?
exploitative.
I hear it now in a whole new
person and that she wishes me no harm. And
meaning, perhaps my own , perhaps his
Almost half of the people in attendance
I also know that she is in conflict with herself
at the AIDS benefit on Sunday November
original. I hear my father say "If God
about how to 'cteal with all of this .
womein
cr~ated anything better than a woman he
tenth
were
women.
Entre
Nous,
a
Recently Karen greeted me at the door one
owned
and
operated
bar,
sold
the
most
rafkept it for himself.' '
morning with a banana and said, ''This
to their credit and my amusement.
one' s for you. I kept the longer and harder fie tickets
.
.
HlllnfflHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIRffllffllllll
one for myself!''
LARGEST SEL.ECTICN OF
."Honest to God, Karen." I replied .
Pl.AN-rs & FLO\NERS
"You're the only woman I know that goes
FOFl .-1;\LL ac:x::AS10NS
into Shaw's with a tape measure to buy
'
bananas!" We shared a ·laugh.
38 CUSHING STREET
BRUNSWICK. MAINE 04011
Later the same day, Karen asked, "Do
725-2561
you like turkey sandwiches? I brought one
in to you for lunch.' ' I accepted the gift and
apprec.iated it. I also wondered just what was
really up. The answer came to m_e the next § _
morning.
§
A memo was circulating about the office 5
to everyone from Karen, inviting them to a §
dance and then breakfast at her house the §
following weekend. She asked that we §
R.S.V .P. When I told her that I was sorry §
but I wouldn ' t tie able to attend , she ap- §
peared very disappointed. ''But I planned §
it for you " she said. " I wanted to get §
everyone together for some fun before you §
130.St.e~ohn Street,
go under the knife. " (Referring to some i
Portland, Maine 04102
surgery scheduled for the end of the month.) a
I was both touched and flabbergasted! No, §
.
I do not believe that Karen has turned around 5 ·· · · · - ---- ·
,
761-,
completely in her beliefs and feelings about iPASTRIES AND CATERING FOR ALL OC_CASIONS.

A Comfortable
'Place To Dine...
,

,

Conini~~tary-

My bpss is threatening to hang the office
Christmas wreath next to my desk. Already ,
a white ceramic sleigh filled with plastic holly and carting about a pathetic looking little
·elf adorns the desk to my left. Yes, boys and
girls, Christmas is here once again .
I can't believe they ' re ·actually going
through with it. Don't they ever get enough
of this? Year after year after year. " Deck
the halls, deck the halls. " Honestly , it's
been so damn. long since I've decked
anything or anyone that I thi111k I've forgotten how .
If I see one more toy catalog come across ·
my desk with a note. attached " These toys
would be just great for your new niece ," I
swear I'm gonna do- something drastic like
torch a wooden soldier or short circuit
Ruldolf s nose. I mean it! A guy can be
pushed just so far! Honestly , the kid's all
of 2 months old . What the hell can she do
with puppets, playdough and tinker toys?
And they wonder how kids get hurt . This
stuffs meant for uncles , not nieces and
nephews. Let's have a little respect for.age
here.
O .k., o.k., so what if I am looking forward to Christmas just a little bit this year?
Not to its commercialization or to all of the
nishing around that it always seems to bring
about, but rather to taking a little time out
to spend time with people who are important to me and to celebrate some of the
events of this past year.
For me , it has been a phenomenal one.
In thinking about what I would like to offer
to others for Christmas this year, the thing
· that came to mind the most was hope. Hope
.is something that I did not have much of in
the past. Actually , I think I had mme . But
my life has changed over the past few years
and I need to-offer that to others; because
if I can have hoi, everyone can have hope.
And hope can be our gift to one another this
year, ami<;lst. some very dark times in our
community.
What has inspired my hope? Change.
Change in myself, charige in other people
and change in the world in which I live.
I came out this time last year to my family and shortly thereafter to my coworkers.
Being Gay is not my life. But being honest
about being Gay has added a 111ew dimensjon
to my life and to my relationships. These are
the changes I was speaking of earlier.
Recently my father and I had a conversation about " the homos1:!xuals" and
' 'AIDS . '' I suspect that it was the first time
in his 56 years that he' said the word
"homosexual." I know that it was the first
time in my 27 years that I heard him say it~
Ip the past, I have always heard him refer
to Gays as "queers," "perverts" and "faggots." The fact,that his love for me has inspired a change in his behavior offers me
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continued from page 1

Kristen Kreamer

includes dealing with conscilous or hidden
Welsh described the very full range of serfeelings about gay people and examining the vices offered by the Gay Men's Health
differences betwee n one 's intell ectua l Crisis (GMHC) which has a yearly budget
understanding and gut feelings about AIDS . of 1.25 . million dollars provided p; imarily
If this is not done, she said, care will suffer.
by the State of New York . These services
The forum 's third speaker was Monnie · include counseling for people with AIDS
Callen , a.social worker who has worked e'{- and their friend s and familie s (including
clusively with AIDS patients for two years groups for women) and a buddy support
at Montefiore Medical Center in The Bronx, system for people who are not able to do
New York. Callen described these patients their own shopping, cleaning, etc . GMHC
as primarily Black and Hispanic heterosex- also has an emergency financial assistance
ual s who were intravenous drug users. program of cash grants and advocates for
Callen spoke of the effect that AIDS has on people with AIDS on financi al and lega l
whole familie s and gave moving descrip- issues.
tions of some cases she has dealt with . She
During the final hour of the conference
emphasized that there is a tremendous need (which ran like clockwork) the day's
for psychiatric support for people with AIDS speakers were joined by Gary Anderson ,
and members of their families . Noting that coordinator of the AIDS-Line and Jeannie
there are gaps in the Medicaid and Social . Coughlin, a social worker from Maine

Seth said that some people would rather refuse offered
servic'es than risk losing control of the'ir lives.
Security systems which cause great hard- · Medical Center, on a panel to answer ques·
ships for people, Callen suggested that more tions from the audience. The wide range of
government money should go for patient issues addressed included the role of churches in the AIDS crisis, and the queston of
care rather than AIDS research .
Following Callen was "Seth", a man with - whether health care pmviders should be
AIDS from Boston. Seth said that he has had allowed. to refuse to care for people with
AIDS for one and a half years and has AIDS.
At the conclusion. of the program many
Kaposi's Sarcoma but he has never been
hospitalized. Although it was obvious that ·people expressed their satisfaction at the exhe had a very positive attitude toward liv- cellent content of the conference and felt that
ing with AIDS, Seth said that he felt a great much progress had been made toward the
deal of anger because he had ''been denied goal of educating health care providers about
the right to live and die with dignity". This AIDS.
Photo: P.S. Sutherlantf
statement referred to the fact that he had
recently been fired from a very satisfying
job although he was .perfectly capable of
continuing to work .
Seth spoke of the need for a person with
AIDS to " control his own destiny" , including having control over who knows
about his illness. He called confidentiality
" sacred" and said that some people would
rathe.r refuse offered services than risk losing control of their lives.
Seth claimed that his life has improved
since he was diagnosed with AIDS. He has
found a great deal of support from his peers
and met many ''wonderful and caring people." He said that he has begun to appreciate
many thing·s and is "grasping every moment
for all it's worth. "
The day' s final speaker was Howard
Welsh from the Gay Men's Health Crisis in
New York . Welsh described the current
hysteria over AIDS in New York City and
attributed much of it to the sensationalistic
reporting of the New York Post which

Continued from page 3

people to advocate for them: "Our society
treats children in a disposable way. Just look
at our policies and where funding goes." He
also criticized the medical , government, and
education communities for not taking leader. ship in addressing the issue of sexual
transmission of AIDS in teenagers . "The
need for education in clear, graphic terms
exists. Now is the time for preventive
action. "
Rounding out the plenary session was
John Beldekas, a professor of Microbiology
at Boston University. He had collaborated
with some anthropologists and historians to
look at the history of disease outbreaks like
AIDS. What is happening soc ially and
politically around AIDS is nothing new. Orne
of the most interesting pieces of information
this team had come up with was a quote
from ancient China. There, during a disease
epidemic ~a male ruler was despairing to his
female .sex partner that sex was lamentably
over 'f ith (he was worried about transmission df the disease via sexual activity). She
consoled him and educated him that the
" jade stem " needed to be used , and that
man must instead " learn to control his emissions " so that sex could still be practiced
and health be maintained . So even safe sex
has a historical precedent.

The third w.orkshop I attended was called
" If He's Snoring
Must Be Safe' '.. I
thought I had heard it all about safe sex, and
only attended this workshop because its
moderator was Dr. James D'Eramo, Director of Education for Healthy Sex, of the Gay
Men 's Health Crisis of New York City. The
first lesson was that healthy sex is the buzz
phrase now and not safe sex · (because
nothing is ever safe). Healthy sex is
necessary for survival, accordiqg to
D ' Eramo . "Changing behavior is an aspect
of adaptability , and adaptability is the key
to survival. '' To D ' Eramo, the brain is the
biggest sex organ. He, too , belives that the
''jade stem '' needs to be exercised on a
regular basis and needs to answer to the
needs of the individual. " To say that one
is going to give up sex because of AIDS is
wrong. People will ge for four or five or .
six weeks without sex and then will just
break out and end up having sex that is
unhealthy for them . I like to say that
abstinence makes the fond _grow hard."
D'Eramo is a firm advocate of the use of
condoms and demonstrated that "no matter '
how big you think you are , there's a condom that will fit you'' and proceeded to put
his entire hand into a condom . He emphasized , however , that even using~ condom

He

In Texas, a restaurant chain has dismissed all waiters
(i.e. men) and replaced thiem with women.
Other than give a detailed report of the
three workshops I attended, I will instead
briefly describe them.
The first workshop was entitled " Lord ,
Keep Me Out of the Bushes!" This was a
group discussion on issues of control over
sexual behavior and the gay male. sexual .
lifestyle. Talk centered on making distinc-tions between compulsive, addictive , and
recreational sex. Many questions and issues
were raised, but little consensus was reached
about how to address them . The bottom line .
was trying to walk that thin line between
personal choice and personal responsibility
in the midst of a health crisis.
The second workshop was entitled ''To
Test or Not to Test" (in regards to the
HTLV-III antibody test). Suffice it to say
that the debate continues . Some interesting
facts that emerged from this session are:
-Previous pregnancies can cause a1
positive test result.
. .
· -50% of those who come to the alternate
test sites actually end up taking the test.
-34% said that they would have gone to
the blood banks had the alternative test
sites not been available.
/ -Out of 33 people who tested antibody
positive, 16 said they would have gone
to the blood banks if alternative test sites
· were not available.
00000000
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one should always withdraw from a mouth
or an anus prior to ejaculation because condoms do break and condoms do fall off. He
also talked about the need for people to come
out of the closet so that they can help to
educate others in principles of healthy sex.
"AIDS is preventable by healthy sex," he
said.
The day ended with another address by a
PW A who again emphasized the need for
people to stick together: "People are surviving, hanging on, hanging in. The support
and love of my friends makes me not want
to give in. I expect something g'?(Xl to happen, I expect a cure. People shouldn't lose
hope. There's always the possibility that
tomorrow things could change. I've conie
from a bad place (overcoming drug and
· alcohol addictions) to a better place
already."
And as if in response to this man's hopes,
John Dreyer, Education Chairman of the
A.A .C. reported in closing that new
research indicates that the number of new
cases of AIDS may be leveling off at last.
As a last fact to learn, that was a good one.
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is read by over.50% of New Yorkers.
He said that AIDS in New York is "very
political" . Two current issues are whether
to allow a Queens child with AIDS into
public school and whether to close the city 's gay bathhouses and backroom bars.
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AIDS Summit

Maine Health Foundation ·
End of Year Report
October 31, 1985
For the Board of Directors
Douglas Cruger
The Maine Health Foundation, Incorporated, was founded in July, 1983, as a
funding source for the special health needs
.of Maine's lesbian and gay male population,
with special attention given to the AIDS
crisis. Governed by a Board of Directors,
the Board currently consists of seven
members meeting regularly in Portland,
with considerable time spent by each
_ member of the board outside of meetings.
Officers of the Corporation are Albert
Nickerson, President; Robin Lambert,
Secretary, and Douglas Cruger, Treasu.rer.

Phase I Completed
Phase I ·established the Maine Health
Foundation, Inc., as a funding source, with
tax exempt status, to address the problems
created by Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome. Initial funds were generated
across the state from individuals, private
business, gay-related organizations, and fundraisers sponsored by the Foundation. Ex- ·
amples of fundraisers sponsored by the
Foundation include private parties given by
Board members , two sunset cruises on
Casco Bay, and the recent sponsorship of
. "A Chorus Line" at Portland's Lyric
Theater. Major contributions have been
received from benefits conducted by Maine
businesses, includin§ Bill's Coffee House
(Portland), The Club (Ogunquit), Entre
Nous (Portland), The Front Porch (Ogunquit) , Sportsman's Club (Lewiston), The
Underground (Portland), aind Woodford's
Cafe (Portland). Harbor Masters, through
its Autumnfest, has made annual
contributions.
The Foundation wishes to acknowledge,
especially, major contributions from writers
Stephen Kin'g and Tabitha King, of Bangor,
substantial contributions by persons wishing
to remain anonymous, and the sustained support generate4-f:rom weekly ,contributions by
. Woodford's <\;afe. Steve's patrons have now
contributed well over $1000.00. The Foundation is also grateful for th,e major funding
efforts by The Club and The Front Porch,
both in Ogunquit, and .by Alice Dunn, of
Our Paper. The recent raffle and dance,
"Maine Cares," conducted throogh Alice's
initiative, raised over $2000.
· During Phase I, the Foundation was able,
with limited funds, to provide money for
several AIDS-related initiatives, including
start-up costs for tile Gay Health Action
Committee, a series of "safo sex" brochures
· (produced and distributed! state-wide by
GHAC), a contribution to the Charlie
Howard Memorial, Bangor, help in bringing Stephen Jenteel back to Maine for Symposium XII, and start-up costs and first year
funding for the AIDS Hotl.ine (a statewide ,
information and referral service, sponsored
by GHAC).
In October, 1985, The: Maine Health
Foundation received its 501-C3 Tax Exempt
status.

Phase II Beg:ins
The Maine Health Foundation, Incorporated, is now prepared to accept contributions, large and small, (which are fully tax
deductible), and to consider applications
from organizations statewide, following the
terms of our charter, to provide grants for
locally-based initiatives which are intended
· io meet the special health concerns of
M·a ine's lesbian and gay population.
A limited number: of grants are now
available .. Application foirms may be obtained.by writing to the Folllndation, at P.O.
Box 7329 DTS, Portland, Maine 04112. All
grant applications will be considered, with
special attention to those projects which will

I

provide services in areas not now being adequately addressed.
As 1985 draws to a close, The Maine
Health Foundation welcomes year-end contributions . We look forward, also , to .1986
as a year of challenge to the people of
Maine; a year to address the special needs
created by the· presence of AIDS , with programs which touch individuals in greatest
,need , supported by contributions sufficient
to meet those needs.

AIDS-Line Has
Busy Nights
by Gary L. Anderson
In recent weeks the AIDS-Line has been
very busy . On just three evenings, more than
seventy calls were logged. The reason for
the increase in calls is directly attributable
to media coverage on programs on AIDS .
On Oct. 23rd, a day long conference on
"The AIDS Epidemic: Issues for the Community" and the attendant press and TV
coverage led to calls from all over Main~
and even from New Hampshire. On Friday ,
Nov . 8, WGME ran a Liveline call-in show
to cap a week long series on AIDS. The
AIDS-Line number was featured on screen
at the end of the program and that lead to
a flurry of calls at the AIDS-Line. Finally,
the NBC movie "An Early Frost" on Nov .
11th, caused the AIDS-Line to have its
busiest night ever. The AIDS-Line number
was shown once during the movie and once
during the news broadcast at 11.

by Fired Berger
On Sunday October 20 the· Maine Les- some of the· groups present at the summit.
bian/Gay Political Alliance (MLGP A)° held It was also recommended that the G_ay
an "AIDS Summit" which brought togethcer Healih Action Committee should continue
groups from throughout the state to address to focus on services and the MLGP A should
the issues around AIDS. Although it was dif- deal strictly with political issues related to
ficult to deal with the complexity of issues, AIDS.
The subgroup which had discussed ser\,Orne consensus was reached about the rol,es
of various groups in dealing with the AIDS vices presented a . proposal for an Educational Task Force on AIDS \nformation
crisis.
The daylong meeting , attended by more Dissemination to be coordinated by the Gay
than 60 people, opened with Marty Sabol Health Action Committee. They listed five
'·
presenting updated medical information goals:
1. to list organizations which need inforabout AIDS. Marty, who works at the
Bangor STD Clinic, discussed how tl1e mation about AIDS
2. to work with the state to disseminate
HTL V-III antibody test is administered in
Maine. He said that the test can be done information to these groups
3. to find key people among service
anonymously but that people must
remember to call for their results since thcey org~nizations to assist in . the educational
cannot be notified otherwise. He also ~ug- process
4. to be a watchdog over organizations in
gested that anyone wishing to remain
anonymous should not write a check as pay- regards to their treatment of AIDS issues
·
ment for the test.
5. to help establish an 800 number for the
Following Marty , representatives of all AIDS hotline:
the groups present briefly d~scribed their A sign-up sheet was passed for people
·,
current involvement with AIDS and their wishing to work on this project.
As our energy waned, an attempt was
plans for the future. Among the fifte,en
groups represented were the Maine Hospice made to discuss some of the broader, more
Counail, Bowdoin and Bates gay student philosophjcal issues surrounding AIDS. One
groups, the Central Maine Health Foundla- topic discussed was whether we should take
a position on the 'closing of establishments
tion, and the Chiltern Mountain Club.
After a lunch provided by Norm Brillant, where anonymous sex takes place. The conwe split into three groups - " political," sensus seemed to be that MLGPA should not
"fundraising, " and "services" - to meet advocate such "solutions" but should proseparately and bring recommendations back . mote education which emphasizes the perto the whole body. The purpose of the sonal responsibility of each individual.
In the final "closure" portion of the
pofitical group was to discuss the introduction of legislation related to AIDS in the next meeting participants were able to share their
session of the state legislature. That group feelings. Some people expressed frustration
was able to do only preliminary brainstorm- that the state was so slow in reacting to the
ing on a bill but did come up with a title, AIDS crisis, but a member of the State Inas the title and names of sponsors were due terdepartmental Group thought the state
bureaucracy was now reacting ''remarkably
in .to the legislature by October 25.
Back in the whole group meeting both the quickly.'' Another speaker reminded us that
political •and the fundraising subgroups while gay men and lesbians have been dealrecommended that the existing two majjor ing with AIDS for a long time (at least one
organizations dealing with AIDS, the Maine MLGPA member has diep of AIDS) , other
Health Foundation and the Gay Health Ac- people are just beginning to be affected
·
·
tion Committee, be supported so they can enough to take action .
Most
people
said
that
while
they felt
better achieve their established goals. It was
recommended that the Maine Health Foun- .frustration at tackling such a broad problem
dation, the major fundraising group, should in one meeting they thought it had been very
have a more statewide focus and should ex- beneficial for us all to gather for this
pand its board to include representatives of summit.
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Windham Hill artists
Kitoro
Koy Gardner
Do'o
Steven Halpern .
Poul Winter

96 COURT ST.,
Antique S Curio Shop

TEL. 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME.

Open,: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
· Sundays 12-5
featuring art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,
art nouveau, vintage
clothing, and jewelry

Restaurant

.
at the Performing Arts Center
27 Forest Avenue
772-0453 · Reservations Suggested

Michael Jones
Poul Horn
Vongells
Fresh Aire
A. Vollenweider
Jeon-Michel Jorre

Our prices ore S1 to $3 off list price

"~~~~~c::~:1.
Moil Orders Welcome
VISA &. Mastercard accepted

772-8416

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next tim~
you spec ·copy for typesetting , specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofread ing services at reasonable
rates.
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Mr.·Safe Sex

.I· .,

by John· Preston ·

Jack Campbell had a dilemma.
had to spread in the community; safe sex
Mr. Safe Sex calls these sessions his "Ex- of the perseverance of the gay spirit. FinThe gay entrepreneur had made one of the
was the only way that he could ethically
poses," a delightful play on words. Gettinig ding that kind of real need and being willlargest gay fortunes by building up the Club
justify his business .
into the visual enjoyments of safe sex in a ing to move into it is just the kind of creativiBath chain. The living was good and he
I'd like to imagine that Campbell was sithealth club is just the kind of activities he's
knew where the good liv~ng came from.
ty that we nee_d_n_o_w_·- - ~- -- - ting on a veranda of his Florida home
trying to promote.
Eoucation continues to be the most pressCampbell , more than any other gay
pondering the problem. He 's there, sipping
Glenn Swann is a sexual artist. His per- ing mandate of the gay movement during the
businessman, put his money back into the
a tall drink . and he looks over at Glenn
formances are constantly being polished . epidemic. We've done what we can in the
community. He was well known , as a
Swann .. Who happens to be 26. Who hapHe's appeared on some theatrical stages now usual channels - gay periodicals, political
political activist and a benefactor of gay
pens to be a porn star. Who happens to care
and he's altering his act - making it more meetings and the like. The work there is
causes and has served on more boards and
very much about the health crisis . Who just
soft core - so he can perform it in bars laudable and has been effective. But those
committees, possibly, than any other gay
happens to be gorgeous. And maybe a little
where liquor laws prohibit frontal nudity on of us who've been involved in the organizaman in the country.
,
bit of an exhibitionist.
·
stage . He's offering himself as a model in tions have known that there was a vast auAIDS changed many things. Owning
Mr. Safe Sex was born.
safe sex pictorals in the skin m~gazines. The dience we hadn't been meeting. Glenn
bathhouses and the ethical q1Uestions that
time is right 'and the person is real, honest Swann's Mr. Safe Sex is doing it and doing
came with it during the epidemic weighed
Glenn Swann, a 6 '2" former Marine (realand concerned : it's a great mix.
it well.
heavily on Campbell.
ly, he was in the Corps for 3 1/2 years ,
Just as important: Swann is on a national
I can't think of a better hero in these days.
The Club baths are similar to franchises.
honest), took to this new idea immediately.
tour. He's recruiting a new Mr. Safe Sex ·
Campbell had little or no control over the
Other porn stars have fled the stage it;i panic · to hold office in every city he's visiting. Of course, I'm not sure I have that much
choice. When Sgt. Swann talks, boy, you
way most are run . While some medical exand fear and guilt. (People reports that Al
The emergence of people like Swa1:m in listen.
·
perts and AIDS activists understandl}bly
Parker is now designing ladies ' shoes.) But
the response to the AIDS crisis is a symbol
screamed at the implicit encouragement that
Swann, who's starred in three hard core
baths gave to unsafe sex, Campbell wasn't
movies a·nd who ' s been a cover model for
able to effect much change in some of t~e
Advocate Men, saw his profession as
irresponsible behavior that was going on.
something that he could use. When he
He could try to ' change some things,
understood Campbell's new idea, he emthough. He could separate: out those
braced his new stage persona.
bathhouses he owned himself or whose
Picture this: There's a crowd in the
owners shared his concerns about the imanteroom of a Club Health Center. They're
plications of orgy room behavior. He called
in the usual towels, cruising, groping each
the new collection of businesses Club Body
other, thinking dangerous thoughts and all
Centers.
that's stopping them are vague memories of
Out went the orgy rooms and the glory
a doctor's warnings in a pamphlet they ' ve
holes that fed on anonymous sex. No more
read. The lights go down . There's a spot at
slings to facilitate fisting. The cubicles
the head of the room.
stayed for those people who wanted privacy,
Mr. Safe Sex walks out on the stage.
but they were joined with a massive camHe's wearing his Marine dress blue
paign of safe sex education. The members
jacket, his boots, hi~ dress hat and . .. a j9ck
of the new chain not only had to agree to
strap. In a deep booming voice he an- at least these basic rules, they had to agree
riounces, "You can 't do that any more. Budto provide educational meetings where
dies don't expose buddies to illness."
public health people could reach the auThe crowd gets a little guilty, they
dience that the clubs attracted. They also had
remember what they were thinking of doto have a gymnasium, a real one where
ing. But the drill instructor of their wet
members would be able to perform a comdreams is standing in front of them now and ·
plete work out - weights, machines, the
when he says, "No," this bastard of a
whole bit.
sergeant -means, ' 'NO. ''
But how could the new concept of Club
''But Jet me tell you what me and my pal
Body Center,s be promoted and how could
did the other night. .. ''
the message that the centers were there to
The audience is silent, the sergeant's
promote safe sex be spread? That was the
reaching into his jock strap and he's going
dilemma.
to bring IT out. It's long and hard and he's
I know that it's most common to talk about
telling them just what did happen tll~ other
gay men's creativity in terms of art and
night with his buddy - the wild, mutual
ballet, hairdressing and interior decoration.
masturbation, the way they exhibited.
I won 'l argue with those assumptions of our
themselves, the lital),Y of safe sex practices
artisti temperaments. I do wish, though, , that they not only liked, they loved it.
that more people would look at the ultimateMaybe half the crowd's going along with
ly creative manner we bring to the sexual
Mr. Safe Sex now : They're stroking, they're
arena. We are the best actors in our own
listening to one of their idols tell them the
scenarios and we can react -- sexually right way to do it, the safe way, and this time
with astonishing grace and speed.
they're listening. The words might be too
Announcement
Just look at Jack Campbelrs dilemma and
explicit for the health department to print in
see how it was solved. There was Campbell.
a pamphlet and the tone is decidedly and
A new session of the Gay Men's Support
His new business venture and his political
joyfully pornographic, but this is the way
Group will begin around the. first of
activism merged in their mandates. Safe sex · these men can hear the message.
December. If you would like to join this
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TH[IS HOLIDAY SEASON!
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Window prisms & crystal jewelry from $2·$14
also crystal pyramids, gazing balls and pewter & crystal figures
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Available at these Portland locations:
Our Books 4 Pine St.
Wise Woman Books 652 Forest Ave.
The Crystal Grotto 10 Exchange St.

ongoing group, contact Bert LeChiir at
775-1259 er GPA at 780-4085.
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NW Le,1f~ook.s
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040

We specialize in books b_y and about women, alternative health care and spirituality.
See our new section of gay fiction
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30

Clothes to go.;. for men ... opend_aUy 10-s Sunday·tks'. ;·~ccmte_r'
. Milk and Market treet i .
.
.
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Dance Against AIDS Benefit
by Skip Brushaber
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On Sunday November 10, the Checkerboard Club in Portland was the scene of a
Dance Against AIDS Benefit sponsored by
Our Paper. What a scene it was! There was
dancing to tunes spun by DJs Tom Sumner
and Kris Klark. Also included were live
entertainment, food and drink , and a raffle
with over fifty prizes. A good time was had
by all and approximately two thousand
dollars was raised for the Maine Health
Foundation. "·
Many thanks to Alice Dunn for her
diligent and hard work putting the Dance
Against AIDS Benefit together .
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. Dancer Tony Spotten deUivers an incredible performance to an enthusiastic ·crowd.

Emcee Jane Cole and members of Seacoast Gay Men draw a raffle ticket.

***** Thanks .* ****

Our deepest gay appreciation goes to the COlllillUnity of Lewiston for
their support in the AIDS benefit. Special thanks to Roland at Sportsmans ·
and "Victor" for their titme and effort. Thanks also to Gail Nadeau of
Brunswick for th_e chips, pretzels and popcorn. They were the best les. bian munchies we ever had ... almost.

MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB

"CD ·M E JOIN US"
NIGHTLY 8PMTOIAM

~

wJI[

8PORGJf8MANS
2BATES STREET 784-2251
GAME ROOM I DISCO
HAPPY HOUR THURS. &SUN. -ALL NIGHT!
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Skip Brushaber and Barb Puls of Our Paper work the door .

~ef~sing To Live In Fear
by B.J. Aaron
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Gay historian George Chauncey delivered a paper at USM entitled, "The National Panic Over Child Murder and the Construction of Cold War Sexual
Ideology, 1947-1953." Chauncey, a Yale doctoral candidate in History, has
been published in several journals, among them The Journal of Social History.
He is currently working on his dissertation, "Gay History in New York City,
1870-1970," and is co-editing an anthology of gay and lesbian history.
Chauncey's scholarly credits include the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship and the
Danforth Fellowship. As an undergraduate, Chauncey founded tbe New Haven
Gay and Lesbian Switchboard. Chauncey 1s address was co-sponsored by
USM's History Department, Social Welfare Department, Women's Studies,
Gay People 1s Alliance, the Public Information Research Group, and the
University \Yomen's Forum.

My Aunt Libby was mugged recently. A
man waited in the bushes for her to return
from her weekly game of bridge and
grabbed her as she made her way from the
car to her house. Her ·screams for help
forced him to flee, but unfortunately not
without having first grabbed her purse. As
he made his way down Truman Avenue
rummaging through its contents, I wonder
if he realized that along with her money,
credit cards, pictures, etc. he also carried
with him a piece of her independence, her
security and her pride. I wonder if the contents of a 73 year old lady's purse outweighed the value of the security she once
. knew in being free to walk down the street
she has· lived on for over 25 years; the
freedom she once had to stay out late and
· volunteer her time nursing at the hospital ;
or the pleasure she had enjoyed in playing
bridge on each Saturday night with her
· friends and then driving home alone. He
couldn't have known the crime he was com.mitting or he wouldn't have done it. I just
refuse to believe it.
In_~elaying the incident to me , my Aunt
shared, ".fimmy, (a name that ONLY SHE
is allowed to call me) I refuse to be afraid.
I will continue to go out and I will continue
to live; because for me to live 'in fear will
be not to live at all."
My Aunt's wisdom and conviction sticks
with me these days as I fear my own attack
by the mugger known as AIDS. I fear that
like the man waiting in the bushes for my
Aunt's return that Saturday night, that AIDS
lurks about ready to pounce on me or any

Tennessee: A Weekend
In The Hills
by P.S. Sutherland
Going home to Tennessee always leaves
me with mixed feelings . The land is still
quite beautiful, not yet completely marred
by the disrespect for the earth that many
Southerners seem to hold and distribute. I
often fantasize the thought of returning to
the foothills of the Southern Appalachians,
to feel 'that multi-generational feeling that
results from the occupation of this land by
my ancestors for over 140 years .
But the memories of oppression and
bigotry came to the forefront, blinding me
from a continuation of this pleasant fantasy.
It· is the hatred and the fear of difference
which so often makes Southern living so
unbearable. It seems as though the oppression is inescapable, with every Baptist
church seeming to,take as its " number one"
project to stamp out homosexuality , as this,
by far, is the most dangerous entity to society. Of course, communism is dangerous, but
isn't everyone communist as a result of being homosexual? That, indeed, is the
queston that always seems to get an affirmative response in the South.
It is unfortunate that life cannot be s imple and risk-free in these beautiful mountain
valleys. But I suppose life will never really
be simple nor risk-free. I wonder if death

L
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of my friends at any moment. And like the
mugger on Truman Avenue that night,
AIDS gives no consideration or thought to
whom it shall devastate next.
I find that I lack my Aunt Libby's courage
in going on without fear. I attempt to
emulate her determination, but fall short.
Perhaps such things come with age, but in
times such as these, we are not gifted with
the promise of attaining a ripe old age. We
must learn quickly.
I guess that the lesson that I have learned,
or more accurately put am trying to learn,
is to be a bit more cautious with and respectful of my life. It is a very fragile gift. My
Aunt still goes out and plays bridge at night.
I suspect, however, that she is less likely to
stay out as late. She. still maintains her independence at home, but perhaps she is just '
a bit more likely to latch that back door than
before. I too must learn to continue to live
in spite of the dangers that be. I cannot
become totally absorbed in my fear, because
this will destroy the value of my life and living. Yet, I must maintain caution, moderation and responsibility or the life I am en~
joying shall be swept away. There is a
balance to be found somewhere. I guess that
experience will be the teacher.
The days have seemed rather dark lately
with all of the gloom that hangs over our
community. I've never considered myself to
be much of an optimist. But I guess that if
my 73 year old Aunt can pick herself up off
the ground, brush off the dirt and get on with
her life then I can do the same .
I too refuse to live in fear.
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is? Hmm, that's a question that I suppose
will have to wait. That is, of course, unless
this turbulence shoves the front of this 727
into tha( hard , red-clay soil below.
And speaking of bigotry, we'll soon be
landing in Greensboro , North Carolina. We
all remember Greensboro, don't we? That
. gentle little Southern town where so many
people were murdered by Klansmen while
attempting to express their political opinions. Goddess damn bigotry, please!
Oh, back to my topic ... Tennessee. ·so ,
Tennessee may be a lovely place to visit, but
unless you're wearing your best suit of ~rmor (that's heavily leaded armor), you
might as well start shopping for comfortable
'closet space. After all, it's much cheaper to
rent closet space than it is to rent a two
bedroom apartment.'Maybe all of those terribly ugly self-storage places that are adding
to the destruction of Tennessee's beauty are
filled with homosexuals who were tired of
living in cramped quarters?!
Enjoy Tennessee for its · beauty, its _
climate, and its mountains, but beware of
its cholesterol-laden food and its cholesterol~
laden bigots. And that's from a native Tennessean, y'all.
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Thirteenth Annual Maine N~O.W. State Conference
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Judy Goldsmith, Former President of the National Organization for Women
(1983-1985), delivers the keynote address.
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(From left to right): District Court Judge Peggy .~ vchuk, Dale McCormick,
-President Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance; Sen. Nancy Clark (D-FreeP_Ort);
Rep. Ch~rlene Rydell (D-Brunswick) participate on a panel, "Women Runnmg

for Public Office."

''Feminism • • . the Power of Diversity''
Marge .Clark, Maine N.O.W. State
Coordinator.
'

Betsy Hood, M. Phil.

(207) 623-2349

23 Winthrop Street
Hallowell, Maine 04347

Substance Abuse Counselor
Alcohol/Drug Abuse ·
Adult Child Issues
Suite 423
142 High Street

I

Pastoral Counseling & Psychotherapy
for Gays

Groups, Individuals & Relationships

,

~

John[. McCall, M.Div ..

<::J.E. q:>~ntfa'T.ge {Effie),"c/ll(dt
, y)1,,ych.0Logy & Coun1,,eLing
Hoiistic Counseling for ,
lndiviguals, Couples & Familie!'!
Anger Loss Fear Health

500 Forest Avenue. Portland, Malne 04 l OI
772-3176
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Judith .Lippa, MSW
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Psychotherapy

R~jE mARM DENJIUU'I

m.A. m.Div.

I Carol Van Landingham, MSW, ACSW
Lesbian Therapy

Middle Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801

338

(603) 431 ~ 7757

50 Chestnut Street .
Dover, NH 03820
(603) 749-3137

)

Individuals, Couples, Families
Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

ceshian/feminist Counselor
I

Fortlattd, tnaine

773-1235
QQ
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~Gay and Lesbian Health~~~~~~~~
lower with early detection. It may be possible that by the time a cancer is found in-the
breast, it is already present in other organs
as well . This is known as the syste!llic
theory . In addition. different types of breast
cancer are slower or faster growing; thus,
therapies are constantly evolving . At this
time , a woman whO' is considering options
for breast cancer management should
thoroughly research the latest literature, including feminist sources, medical journals,
and alternative hea.lth care providers.
Another thing to bear in mind with breast .
cancer is that it is not a highly curable
disease . -Depending on the type of cancer,
its progress , and the age and general helllth
of the woman, cure rates vary regardless of
treatment. When breast cancer has spread
beyond the armpit glands to other organs,
it is not considered curable. In such cases mastectomy is unnecessary as a treatment ,
but may be performed to limit the amount
of disease in the woman's body . In cases
where mastectomy is performed, most
women
combine
surgs:ry
with
chemotherapy, radiation, and some elements
of alternative therapy.
A diagnosis of breast cancer can be
devastating, frightef\ing , and overwhelming . .
No matter. what treatment plan is followed ,
a woman needs a tremendous amount of support from family, friends , health professionals, and the community. There are postmastectomy self~help groups composed of
other women who' ve had mastectomies.
These groups provide emotional support and
practical guidance in dealing with body image, loss of arm mobility, sex'uality, and
otht:.r issues after breast amputation.
How can we prevent breasrcancer? While
there is no way to predict exactly who will
get breast cancer, there are ways we can
protect ourselves against some of the environmental causes of the disease .
Reduce the fat in your diet. High-fat diets
are associated with high incidence rates of
breast cancer. It is recommended to
substitute foods high in fiber - fruit,
vegetables, whole grains - for fatty foods
like meat and dairy products.
Avoid X-rays, especially in puberty .and
pregnancy. Request a lead apron and collar
for dental X-rays, and a breast shield for Xrays of the ,lower back.
For reducing the risk of all cancer, there
are additional guidelines. Don't smoke and
avoid smoky environments. Avoid estrogen
replacement therapy at menopause; avoid
estrogen medications such as DES and oral
contraceptives (experts are in conflict about
this). Avoid smoked, salted, and pickled
foods like hot dogs or bacon; avoid additives, preservatives, p'rocessed and refined
foods. Limit or eliminate alcohol. Maintain
a heaJthy weight; avoid obesity (fat tissue
manufactures estrogen). Maintain frequent,

The Breast·of Health
Part III .
by R.J. Bass
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November's column provided an overview of procedures used to diagnose breast
lumps, and the tests used to differentiate
benign lumps from cancers. When a woman
is diagnosed as having breast cancer, she and
her health care provider must explore the
various treatment options and come to a
decision. This decision is influenced by the
type of cancer found, how far it has pro·gressed or spread to other areas in her body,
and her outlook on traditional and alternative
cancer therapies.
Experts disagree on treatment, particularly the issues of how much surgery sfiould
be performed, and _the roles of radiation and
chemotherapy. In addition, of course, are
the debates on less-accepted cancer
treatments. These regimens include Vitamin
Megatherapy, Laetrile (legal in 23 states),
.the Gerson Diet and Detoxification Therapy
(salt-free, fat-free , organic fresh fruits and
vegetables combined with other nutrients),
hydrazine sulphate (prevents wasting away ,
the cause of death in half of all cancer cases), ·
visualization , meditation, counseling,
prayer, faith healers, and psychics. It's often
difficult or expensive to find practitioners
of alternative therapies; doctors frequently
discourage their patients from considering
such options; families sometimes withdraw
support if they disapprove of the treatment. ~
But when a woman has carefully researchep
these th.erapjes and is satisfied that they- hold
promise fof her, than it is her right to pursue her choice.
There are many surgical approaches in
breast cancer:
Radical Mastectomy, or the Halsted procedures, had been widely employed from the
l 920's through the 70's. Radical mastectomy removes the breast, its skin, lymph
nodes, and chest muscle. Since 1979, this
'\
procedure has not been recommended. It
takes about a year to recover, impairs the
woman's use of her arm , increases the risk
of respiratory illness, ·and causes gross
disfigurement.
Modified Radical Mastectomy removes the
entire breast and.some surface lymph nodes,
while leaving the chest muscles and m.ost of
the skin intact.
·
Simple, or Totai Mastectomy removes only the breast itself. Sometimes a · few sample lymph nodes are also removed for biopsy. A woman can sometimes undergo breast

I

reconstruction after a simple mastectomy.
The cure rates for simple, modified radical , ·
and radical mastectomy are similar.
Lumpectomy, also called tylectomy, and
Segmental Mastectomy, also known as
quadrantectomy , wedge resection, or excisional biopsy, are procedures which remove
only the lump and a small amount of surrounding tissue or a section of the breast,
but not the whole breast. ·
Radiation Therapy, Chemotherapy and
Hormone Manipulation (in the case of
cancers that are nourished by female sex
hormones) are often used in combination
with lumpectomy, segmental mastec~omy ,
or simple mastectomy.
Radiation therapy is often used when
surgery cannot reach all the cancerous
lymph nodes. Radiation has side effects
which a woman should be informed of:
fatigue ; muscle pain; dry , itchy , red skin;
sun sensitivity ; cracked ribs . in 5 % of
women receiving radiation; and ·a bronchitislike ailment in 10% of these women. Radiation alone (without surgery) is generally
considered inadequate as a breast cancer
treatment.
Chemotherapy is the use of drugs, some
of which are · mild, others much more po~
tent. Chemotherapy is harmful to healthy
tissue as well as to cancer, and can cause
nausea, fatigue, diarrhea, loss of menstrual
periods, temporary hair loss , heart damage,
and a suppressed immune system. Marijuana
· has been found to alleviate some of the
distress caused by chemotherapy and is legal
for use by cancer patients in some states .
Chemotherapy is used to "sw·e ep" . the
bloodstream of stray cancer cells that are
harbored in other parts of the body.
Endocrine (hormonal) manipulation is
used when the cancer is found to be estrogen
or progesterone dependent. Occurring in one
half of all cancers, hormone dependence
ranges from strong dependence in one third
of breast cancers to moderate ·dependence
in another sixth of those cancers. Endocrine
therapy varies according to which hormones
the cancer is dependent on. This dependence
i.s determined by hormone receptor assays,
a test that .should be performed at the time
of a surgical biopsy. A woman having a
biopsy should request this test.
Tbe newest theories on breast cancer are
challenging the idea that death rates are
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regular bowel movements. Avoid
petroleum-based hair dyes . Eat food high in
beta-carotene (Vitamin A) and selenium, but
beware of high doses of these nutrients in
megatherapy or supplemental diets Vitamin A and selenium can be toxic.
The American Cancer Society recommends a monthly breast self-exam, performed by a woman after her period. If she is
post-menopausal, she should examine her
breasts on an easy-to-remember date each
month . Standing or sitting in front of a mirror, look at your breasts with your arms at
your sides, then over your head. Look for
puckers, dimples , rashes, or lumps in the
skin and nipple . Next, repeat this while
pressing your hands to your hips , which
flexes the chest muscles . (Don't be alarmed
if your breasts are different sizes ; this is
quite normal.) In the shower, mentally
divide your breasts into sections, like four
quarters , horizontal strips, or circles. Raise
your right hand in back of your head , and
with the flat portiori of the fingers of your
left hand , carefully press each section of
your right breast. Repeat with the left breast,
with left hand in back of your head . When
your skin is wet and soapy , it is often.easier
to feel small Jumps . The last step in the
breast self-exam is performed lying down
on your back . To examine the .right breast,
put a pillow or folded towel under your right
shoulder to flatten the breast tissue . As in
the shower, mentally d.ivide your breast into sections and carefully feel d ch segment
of the breast: Gently .squeeze the nipple to
check for discharge. Repeat this procedure
on the left breast. If you find a Jump or abnormality , consider seeing your .health care
provider. If you decide to wait, be sure to
employ some risk reduction practices , as
detailed above . If the problem grows larger
or worse , see somebody .
·
Here are some exc~llent resources on the
subject of female breast cancer, detailing
self-exam techniques, prevention, diagnosis ,
treatment options, and general information:
American Cancer Society can be reached
at l-800-482-01 J3 to . request their breast
self-exam pamphlet or to obtain referrals.
The New Our Bodies, Ourselves by the
Boston Women's Health Book Collective
(Simon and Schuster, 1984) and A New View
of a Woman 's Body by the Federation of
Feminist Women's Health Centers (Simon
and Schuster, 1981) are two feminist
resources. Rose Kushner has authored two
publications. One is the book Alternatives
(Kensington Press, · 1984), and the -other is
a superb pamphlet called If You 've Thought
About Breast Cancer, which is free upon request from the National Cancer Institute, Office of Cancer Communications, Building
31. Room IOAl8, Bethesda. Maryland
20205.
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OUR BOOKS
an alternative bookstore

Holiday Open House
and
~rd An~iversary Party
Sunday, December 1.
noon to 4:00
Open every day {incl.uding Sundays) 'til Xmas,
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CQillillentary
Dear Crabby
Dear Crabby,

Dear Crabby;

Wheneve'r my lover and I go out she insists on hanging around men. I find this very
disturbing and it confuses me. Is she bisexual or maybe even latent heterosexual?
Signed,
One Way

What do you think of a man who snores?
Love,
Me

Dear Me, Oh My ...
It depends on whether or. not he snores
with his mouth open .

Dear O.W.,
What a silly question. You ought to know
by now that all heteros are latent and not just
sexually . As for bisexual, Crabby finds that
word incomplete. Actually, they are known
as bye-bye sexual since none of them h,mg
around for long.
Lpve,
Crabby

Crabby

Dear Crabby,
Last night I came home to find my lover
in b~d with another man. Now what?
Sig.ned,
Troubled

Dear Crabby, .
Recently my cat has begun to sit at the foot
of the bed and watch whenever I bring a
trick home . I find this distracting but don ' t
. want to make the kitty feel rejected . What
should I do?
Signed ,
Catastrophe

Dear Catastrophe,

Dear Mr. T.,
Another man? How many did he have in
bed with him when you left the house? It
seems to me if you can't supply all the
details, your letter is not worth answering.
Crabby is not clairvoyant though I have beenknown to guess with amazing accuracy. If
I were you I would give up my job and stay
home. Obviously there is more money to be
made in selling tickets.
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by Norman Brillant

To everyone's delight the AIDS benefit that is all. None of these people want me to
on Sunday November tenth was a financial be embarrassed for them. Since I was one
success. An impressive amouht of money of the people tending bar that evening I will
was raised and copious amounts of support get angry at myself instead.
from the community helped .to elevate our
Let's face it, with the advent of AIDS
purpose. No one can deny' the advantages everything has become secondary. While we
of such an event.
struggle to adjust ourselves to this devastaIt isn't fair of me to find a tear in the seam, tion the rest ofour problems can wait. We're·
but the truth is not everything was perfect. not perfect. Our community suffers from
Having liquor at social functions has always homophobia, social oppression, segregation,
been a common practice. It is intended to addictions and a variety of other sweet
make the gathering more congenial and add muzzles. All of these have become silent
to a pleasant evening. The AIDS benefit of- . victims of AIDS. Our battle to concentrate
fered beverages free to cost; with donati_ons on all these conditions and rectify them has
appreciated for wine, beer, soda, coffee and been overwhelmed by one present danger.
punch.
They go neglected. Forgotten.
So it was with my job tending bar. I forgot
I will not bore you with an endless discussion of the abuse of alcohol and its conse- and had not anticipated playing concerned
quences. It wouldn't be appreciated by citizen or babysitter to a group of adults, not
anyone. The problem is that a benefit with even just a few of them. Naturally, I was
all that you can drink is not intended to be late in detecting my mistake and too ap· utilized to more than full advantage.
prehensive to move on what I angrily reflect
I do not wish to give the impression that on as my obligation. So much for excuses.
the whole audience was drunk. We all had
It is about time we straighten up our act.
a wonderful time and the entire evening Can we do anything in mo~eration? °ls i~
passed without complication. What disturbs necessary to have liquor at fund raisers at
me is that under such honorable cbnditions, · all? Are a few individuals our responsibiliwith such a worthy cause, there has to be ty? Must we allow our friends (or strangers)
those who overindulge and create an at- to do as they please simply because we feel
mosphere of regret. Certainly, their condi- uncomfortable in presenting them with realition is not for me to judge. I have not been ty? And while you read this and decide who
delegated the responsibility of criticizing is to blame let me ask you if the exploitatheir euphoria whether it was spont;meous tion and abuse of one social disease is
overload or a serious chemical addiction. It justified in raising funds to obliterate
simply was out of line for the occasion and another?
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It sounds to me like y our cat is a hopeless
. voyeur who_is bored with television and who
can blame the poor beast? The best thing for
all concerned is to teach kitty how to
applaud.
Love ,
Crabby

Love , .
Crabby

/ ;;'

Tuesda~=~~~a~inn5e~10 P.M.

4 7 Middle Street, Portland
Confidential to Ken in Lewiston . . .
I could ruin your life in this column. Send :
money and paint your bathroom pink or
else .

Reservations Suggested

774-9399
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This Christmas Give An
Adventure
discover new routes

THE GOOD EGG CAFE
705 Congress Street
773 - 0801

year round outdoor trips for women
A sampling of winter/spring trips 1986:
• beginners x-c ski clinic
• winter in Acadia National Park .
• wilderness lodge x-c ski weekend
• winter camping over Washington 's Birthday"
• women and nature: a spiritual journey
• southwest canoe trip: 5 days on the Rio Grande
• in search of ancient herbs : backpacking
in Appalachia

Custom Trips and more ...
Gift Certificates available from $5 and up.

Paul Stuart Photography
. 24 Exchange Street • Portland, Maine 04112

(207) 774-7188

Send for FREE brochure!

new routes
2.it2 Dartmouth Street
Portland, Maine 04102
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by Terri Lemieux

POETRY

)

rainy days
drip on my pain
alone again
but with a friend
reflected lampposts
slick wet asphalt ,
no one's fault except for mine
oh but love is so sublime
drip on my pain
more wine is fine
the night 1s a shroud
liquid night so comely
it's divine
come with me I'm so· very lonely
anyplace else anywhere but mine
cold wet feet and tired eyes
nervous laughter chatters chimes
I accuse and she denies
you can dress me up but ...
will you smoke after?
rainy nights
did I catch the name
something new that's all the same
liquid night you bastard sky
a memory to forget again
foggy wet
did you pretend?
or was this loss to you a gain
dreary night
drip on my pain

by Michele Beane

-·

Photo: Barb Puls
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by Michele Beane

Morning,
Mist on the water
Mountains lurk majestically above ,
surrounding the lake .
Smoldering embers
flickering golden red
Pitiful remains
of a once roaring fire
Cool nip touches the air
as Jack Frost's finger lightly touches
. down

. tnoulton st,eet . Poltland,
773-8809

Today I stopped
& watched a bird
play upon a branch
so high above the ground.
so peaceful ,
that bird played
singing so gayly
· not seeming to care much
about the things below him.
I sat by the rolling surf
& saw it play teasingly
upon the sandy beach .
The children enticed
in a game of perpetual chase,
oblivious to all else.
The!1 I saw you,
& I watched as, you went througb
just an ordinary day ,
content and peaceful
in doing nothing but
things that please.
So much like that bird,
and the rolling su.rf.
Yet so much more special.
For you stopped,
and did see beyond it all .
You stopped just to
pet a stray & wondering dog .
Gave a child
a glee of excitement
by an intriguing lolly .
A smile playing at the corners
of your mouth
and a gleam in your eyes.
For you also stopped
just to Jell a friend
that they are special
by a hug or glance.
If you wonder what
my observations have led to
it is as simple as
a warm kitten's purr.
You care .. .
I can tell .. .
And you are special
& more than just a friend!

\

Peaceful ,
only the sounds of nature
waking to a beautiful morn.
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620 Congress Street
~ortland, Me. 04101 207-772-4552
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Book
Review

Review-

"An Early Frost"
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by Norman Brillant
"An Early __Frost"
Starring: Gena Rowlands, Ben Gazzara,
Sylvia Sidney, Aidan Quinn, D. W. Moffet and John Glover

Totempole
by Sanford Friedman

Norman Brillant
Whenever there is excess in the public
Sometimes I · wonder what provokes me
relations surrounding an upcoming film
to buy a book. The choices I make are often
doubt is the most logical reaction. There
random and virtually have very little in comhave been too many disappointments for me
mon from piece to piece. When I saw the
to feel anything but disbelief. So I allowed
jacket on Totempole by Sanford Friedman,
skepticism to sit.beside me while I watched
my lover simply had to buy it. That's right.
" An Early Frost." I anticipated a sensaI did not choose this book._ The painting
tionalized account of AIDS with little conView From A High Ledge by Fairfield Porter
cern being given to the true personal anguish
is on the cover and apparently was due cause
it bestows on its victims and their friends.
for him to buy it.
Aidan Quinn plays the closeted young
The story is tight enough. It is a young
lawyer Michael Pierson. With a rising
man ' s journey through growing up gay and
career and a lover of two years his life of
Jewish - a common combination - and
perfection shatters when he is diagnosed
often this b·ook is no more than tl;iat. What
with AIDS. The movie offers us several
sets it above most other gay literature is the
sources-for his condition, but wisely chooses
description of family life early in the novel.
not to judge or blame . What it does is give
The members of Stephen Wolfe's family are
a total view of one man's struggle to deal
all so well defined that even if you don't like
with reality and the people around him.
them, you at least know them.
For those of you who missed "An Early
When Stephen is sent off to summer camp
Frost" reruns will be a blessing. D.W. Mofin Maine and leaves his New York home we
fet is great as Michael 's lover who may or
witness his maturing; but not really in any
may not have exposed his mate to the
sexual sense. It's all very subdued and not
disease . John Glover is hysterical as the
much of anything erotic really happens to
flamboyant , optimistic queen who befriends
him at all. Stephen is the kind of person who ·
Michael in the hospital. In one scene
is not about to acknowledge his homosexMichael returns to the hospital to see "Vicuality to himself. We see him struggle
tor." When he arrives the orderlies are
through puberty while he looks at men, but
trashing whatever surrounds Victor's empnever does he show signs of desire .
ty bed. "In the next scene Michael drags
When he finally is all grown up and leaves
himself home and is asked by his mother
his family, so does the book. That really is
(Gena Rowlandsj how his friend is . His repa shame because you never find out what the
ly is "Much better now , mom . "
lunatic Wolfes are fighting about now. The
The entire cast, writing and direction are
friends he makes in college are Bohemian
just what we were promised. There is no
in their attitude. With names like Fu, Gotpart i11 this film of more value than another ,
tlieb , and Gum you can't expect much.
no matter the size. Still , because of her love
They ' re a bunch of name droppers with
and dedicated maternal instincts it is Gena
memorable references to Dorothy Parker,
Rowlands who makes this movies about a
Elsa Maxwell, Charles Laughton, Natty
mother and her son. Does anyone remember Bumpo, Kahil Gibran, Hermes, Artemis,
that she played Jane Alexander's lover
Antinous and Diomedes. Now, tell me, how
several years ago in a movie about a woman
can you doubt this is a book of merit?
whose husband tried to take custody of her
Stephen does finally get his good gay due
children because of her lesbianism? Her list in college but not without a bout of the crabs
of films with husband John Cassavettes are and a serious case of the bible. They all
all worth watching. She is an astoundi11g acmake nice together and he finds himself in
tress with credit long overdue.
Korea during the war. For a minute I got
Despite numerous rewrites, homophobia the impression the author sent Stephen there
and a _long wait in production "An Early . to punish him . Well he does have a sweet
Frost" is consistently accurate and sym- affair with Sun Bo, a doctor. It's not your
pathetic to all its characters. It is a pleasure perfect gay relationship, but this is more of
to write a review that finds no fault. It was a story about Stephen, well written, not"
even better watching "An Early Frost."
flawless, but good.
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Figure Drawing By John Ko<!h
On View at
Portland Museum of Art
The Portland Museum of Art has put on exhibition for the first time TWO FIGURES,
1972 by John Koch (1909-1978), purchased by the Museum in 1983. Since the purchase
was contingent on its being included in the traveling exhibition ''Twentieth-Century
American Drawings, The Figure in Context," which traveled to six locations, including
the Terra Museum of American Art, Illin9is, the Toledo Museum of Art, and the National Academy of Design, the drawing has only now been placed on exhibition in the
· third floor galleries along with other works on paper.
The drawing is a preparatory study for the painting PAINTER AND MODELS, in
the collection of the Columbia Museum, Columbi~. South Carolina, and shows an artist
and his model discussing a wo&k apparently in progress. The artist looks at the mod~!
while gesturing at the canvas, uniting the three elements in the creative process.
John Koch was born in Toledo, Ohio in 1909 and was 'raised in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
His first studies and commissioned portraits began in 1923-24 when he spent two summers· in Provincetow11, where he was influenced by Charles Hawthorne but did not study
with him. After four years of studying independently in Paris he returned to the United .
States in 1933 ancl settled in New York City. In 1935 he married Dora Zaslavsky, a
pianist and teacher of concert pianists; in 1939 he began- his long association with
Kraushaar Galleries which still shows his work. The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston
was the first to acquire an oil in 1941, with succeeding years bringing more exhibitions,
awards, and purchases. In 1968 Koch was elected a member of the Royal Society of
Arts in London, and in 1970 he was elected a member of the National Institute of Arts
and Letters. He died in 1978.
Asked about the exclusion of unpleasantness from his work, John Koch once replied,
"Have the sensuous, the ly~ical elements really been expelled from modem life? Of course
not. Is modern man exclusively occupied with his own tragic plight, his neurosis, his
destruction? This, I think, is as much the sentimentality of our day as was the sweetness
and light for which we so tirelessly berate the Victorians.''
According to Museum Director John Holverson, "The enduring quality of John Koch's work is not one of dramatic or immediate impact. Rather, as seen in the drawing, TWO
FIGURES his work has a controlled content which invites individual contemplation and
discovery. The viewer is invited to enter, to reflect, and to search out the values recorded
by an intelligent and cultivated painter."
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Lesbigay N et"\Vork

AIDS~Line
775-1267
M, W, F, 7 pm to 10.pm
collect calls accepted

Free To Be
11 King St.
Augusta, ME 04330

B!lJlgor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, ME
04401.
989-3306

Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

Bates Gay /Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
· Lewiston, ME 04240
. Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011'

Free To Be Group
Gay /Lesbian . Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 215
Augusta, Me. 04330
Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 (Augusta)

. Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness
Coalition
P.O. Box 7917
Lewiston, Me. 04240
Central Maine Health Foundation
. P.O. Box 3113 .
Lewiston, Me. 04240
Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117

Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland ~104
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101
GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B.,- Canada

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.
Bates Gay /Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for
discussion, support, and planning - every
· Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa Lounge,
Chase Hall ; Bates College, Lewiston.
Maine Les~ian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing fo~ location .and time.

MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays, 7:30 - 9:30,
Unitarian Church, 126 Union St., Bangor

TUESDAYS
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.
. ·

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

Greater Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, Me. 04401

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

. OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

· Harbor Masters Inc .
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday,
7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St. ,
Portland.

Sunday, Dec. 1
Holiday Open House and 3rd Anniversary
Party , Our .Books , 4 Pine St., Portland,
noon to 4 pm.
Thursday, Dec. 5
AIDS Discussion Group , Our Books, 4
Pine St. , Portland, 7:00.

LAGO-SJ (I.,esbian and Gay Organization - ·
Saint John)
·
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9

UMF/Gay and Str:aight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
.
UMF
Farmington, Me. 04938

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me, 04101

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

· Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469
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The Miller Inn & Bakery
Main Street
Bethel, M.aine
"The sweeter the eats
the better they be"

Sheila & Karen Miller

Womyn Who -Write - second and fourth
Thursday, 7-9 pm, USM Women's Forum
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland , 780-4083.

AIDS Anxiety Group - every Wednesday,
7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St. (Feminist Health
Center), Portsmouth, N.H., 603:436-7588,
207-363-7648.

FRIDAYS
-"Fr.ee To Bee" Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30.
All Souls Unitarian Church, llKing St.,
Augusta.

THURSDAYS

Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H.

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeti.n g, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

'SATURDAYS

CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston,.
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets
every other Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Our
Books, 4 Pine St., Portland, 773-5540. See
monthly calendar for dates.
-Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday
the month, Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance ·
(G.A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME., Farmington

Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck suppers, meeting, starting at 7 pm. Dances every Satwday, 9 pm
to ,I am. Unitarian Church, 126 Union St.
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake)
Lewiston.
'

of

Ba~gor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck suppers, meeting, starting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday 9 pm
. to I am. Unitarian Church, 126 Union St.

Calendar .

· December 6Terror in the Streets. An open forum
to talk about problems and solutiop.s to
anti-gay I lesbian violence in the city.
7:00 p.m. Gay People's Alliance, 92
Bedford Street,_Portland.
Saturday, Dec. 7
Women's Dance, 54 Cumberland St.,
Brunswick, 9 to 12 pm. Donations to
benefit Maine'Lesbian / Gay Political Alliance.
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December 20Pot Luck Supper, for time and locaSunday, Dec. 15tion call 780-4085.
MLGPA meeting , Luther Bonney. USM Dei;ember 27Campus, Portland , 11 :30.
GPA Meeting CANCELLED.

Coming in January ... Maine Lesbian /
Thursday, Dec. 19 .
AIDS Discussion Group. Our Books, 4 Gay Political Alliance- Annual Meeting
and Fundraising Dinner to be held in
Pine St. , Portland, 7:00.
Augusta on Saturday, Jan. 18. Exact
time, location and agenda to be announced'
in next Our Paper.
·

Sunday, Dec. 8
The Women's Community Project (previously announced as the organization to
form a women's center), 11 :30 to 2, at 127
Spring St., Apt. I. All women welcome
and encouraged to attend. Inquiries to
USM Women's Forum, 780-4083.
December 13"Take a hike!" The Chiltern Mtn.
Club will present a slide show at the Gay
-People's Alliance Office, 7:00 p.m., 92
Bedford St.

JEAN K. STICKNEY

20 7-342-5946
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Seacoast Gay ·Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
Wilde-Stein Club-Thursday evening,
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays second Tuesday of each month, 7:30, · · 6:00-9:00 p.m., Sutton Lounge, MemoBmnswick, call 729-9843 .'
rial Union, UMO.

Friday, Nov. 29
Open House-at Stein Glass Gallery , corner Milk and Market Sts. , Portland; 5-8 pm.

0

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays inSobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, ·
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tues- ·
day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9 Portland. New members are welcome.
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays).
BAGLSC-2nd Tuesday of Month, 87
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State
Sunset Strip, Brewer. 989-3306
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) ,
call Mark 207-646-2748
WEDNESDAYS
C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesday of the month . The Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
Fredericton, N. B. , Canada
meets Monday evenings at 7:00 at the USM
Student Union, 92 Bedford St., Portland.
For further information call 7804085 or
...
7724741.

0

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Meetings

SUNDA!S

I

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland
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